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PALACE
WEDDING

Shri Radha Brij Vasundhara Resort & Spa
at Govardhan, Mathura

D E S T I N AT I O N S

Marriages are a solemn occasion and therefore the ideal
destination is the one which combines spirituality with luxury.
With this as given Shri Radha Brij Vasundhara Resort & Spa at
Govardhan, Mathura seeks to provide unparalleled experience
thus making your wedding a memorable occasion both for
bride-groom and their guests. Our wide open green spaces
and large accommodation of fifty cottages comprising of 100
rooms allows the guests to complete personal privacy even
though they are part of one large marriage party. With good
connectivity by road, railways and airports make it an ideal
location.

A wedding is a lifetime affair not just for brides and grooms, but their families as well.
Most couples want a fairytale wedding, one they’ve always dreamed of, which is why as a
wedding company we’ve seen a consistent rise in destination weddings at Palaces.
Couples prefer a royal set-up and there is a trend shift towards traditional but modernized weddings in terms of themes and
decor; customized especially for them. The concept of thematic regal weddings is gaining popularity rapidly. We also know
that, unlike before, pre-wedding shoots are trending and the bride and groom generally pick a Palace destination for such
events, “ suggests ace wedding planner and director of Dreamzkraft, Trishant Sidhwani. He recently planned four grand Palace
Weddings. The beauty of the Palace locations enhances the photos and the couple comes away with stunning pictures at the
end! “Weddings are always a grand affair and if held at a Palace makes it an even beautiful affair. The magnificence of the Palace
structure itself lends an air of richness and grandiose to the event and wedding decor done right takes this inherent beauty to a
next level which makes Palace weddings an absolutely stunning affair, “ he adds.

Property USP: The property’s physical infrastructure it has one room, two-room
cottages to accommodate a large wedding gathering beside large lawns where
a marriage can be solemnised comfortably. Besides, we do in-house catering
and decoration which makes it convenient for a family intending to hold a
marriage.

There are many places to get married but Farvi Motiwale Wadhwa takes you through the 8 most picturesque palace wedding
destinations in India.

Noor Mahal, Karnal

In the rustic locales of Karnal, we have built Noor Mahal on a
monumental scale. What makes Noor Mahal a perfect palace
wedding venue is our five-star luxury hotel inspired by India’s
rich heritage and captures royalty experience enjoyed by
Indian Maharajas over the centuries.
Designed by country’s notable architects it is an Instagram
worthy royal venue. It is an architectural landmark that
personifies the grandiose, elegance and spirit of India’s
rich royal heritage. A reflection of Rajputana and Mughal
architecture, it stands out as a true blend of history, culture &
aesthetics. Noor Mahal enjoys proximity to Delhi, Chandigarh
and other cities of Punjab & Haryana. It is very accessible from
the IGI Airport.
Noor Mahal offers a refined and illustrious heritage feel, royal
experience with modern luxury encapsulating the very best
a perfect destination has to offer. A gala wedding demands
a magnificent venue, the latest state-of-the-art facilities and
warm hospitality.
Property USP: Noor Mahal has earned its repute as one of the most preferred locations
for destination weddings, away from the hustle bustle of big cities (still in close proximity to
major cities).
Noor Mahal has become a one-stop shop for all wedding requirements as the hotel
follows an innovative approach in keeping up with the times and offering guests trending
and personalised wedding experiences. The mix of royal grandeur and the rich modern
hospitality makes this beautiful palace a dream destination to take marriage vows and
plan memorable celebrations. Earning the title of country’s most splendid option for
romantic weddings, Noor Mahal is nothing less than the epitome of intimacy and tradition.

Woodville Palace, Shimla
The WelcomHeritage Woodville Palace is located on the
four acres of greenery and yet it is only a kilometre from the
bustling mall. The property has been the most popular ones
with film stars like Clark Gable, Laurel and Hardy, Katherine
Hepburn, Amitabh Bachan etc. The palace has multi-level
rose gardens and lush green lawns to offer a perfect wedding
backdrop. Recently the TV actors Rubina Dilaik and Abhinav
Shukla also selected the property for their wedding nuptials.
With its lush ivy, stretches of rose ensconced gardens and
quaint turrets; WelcomHeritage Woodville Palace is truly a
romantic heritage wedding option in every sense as it sits
nestled among the picturesque Himalayas. A number of
weddings boasting the presence of dignitaries and historical
figures from across the globe have been held at the property.
For those desirous of a truly royal wedding, Woodville is the
ultimate solution when it comes to location. The property also
arranges for a team of experienced wedding planners who
take meticulous care to make the wedding as memorable as
the classic royal aura of the WelcomHeritage Woodville Palace.
Property USP: WelcomHeritage Woodville Palace, Shimla - can accommodate
600-800 guests. Property is ideal for a destination wedding as Shimla is a
year-round location for destination weddings. The property is surrounded by
towering deodars and lush green lawns.

WH Shivavilas Palace, Karnataka

Bal Samand Lake Palace, Jodhpur

Palace weddings have enormously increased in recent times
with massive demand for destination weddings. Clients prefer
Palace Weddings considering grandeur and royal style, also
royal weddings will give a glimpse of the bygone royal era.
Exactly on these lines is WH Shivavilas Palace Hotel, a property
houses large and royal deluxe suites, King and a Queens Suite.
A beautiful courtyard ideal location for small wedding functions
like mehendi/ haldi and many more. The Palace excels in
providing top-notch hospitality with personalized Service.
Property situated in a peaceful location amidst 23 acres of
garden area.

WelcomHeritage Bal Samand Lake Palace, Jodhpur has been
the preferred choice by many celebrities as well as corporate
honchos, from India as well as internationally. The property is
built in red sandstone and employing the typical ornate Rajput
architectural style, which is reminiscent of that beautiful royal
era. It has majestic structure and marvellous surroundings,
including sprawling lush green lawns, perfect backdrop of the
clear Bal Samand Lake, which compliments the lush green
lawns and staggered terraced gardens of the property. This
old royal retreat has now been fitted with all modern amenities
which, however, do not take away from the old world charm
of the property. There are special arrangements for weddings
and can easily accommodate a wedding ranging from 25 to
4000 persons. The palace is the epitome of royalty and luxury
and truly resonate the authentic Rajasthani hospitality.

Property USP: Set in a private estate of over 60 Acres, with sprawling orchards
of lime and pomegranate and landscaped gardens crisscrossed by elegant
waterways and even an aqueduct, the palace with its lovely promenade on the
lake, offers a perfect backdrop setting to turn a normal wedding into a royal
wedding. The property can accommodate up to 4000 pax for the wedding. It
has 36 elegant rooms and suites to accommodate the guests. Splendid cuisine
option including the traditional Rajasthani cuisine. Special arrangements for
weddings and elegant decor

Alila Fort, Bishangarh
As befitting as a royal heritage, Alila Fort Bishangarh is a
fortress that overlooks a 360-degree panoramic landscape
of the beautiful Aravalli Hills, provides the charm and beauty
of rural Rajasthan. A couple can live the dream of a fairy-tale
wedding amid the sublime splendour and romance of Alila Fort
Bishangarh. It offers you to enjoy the exclusivity of having the
whole resort to yourselves, ensuring undisturbed privacy and
undivided attention for you and your guests. Enchanting indoor
and outdoor locations play host to every meaningful ritual and
that magical moment when two lives entwine, surrounded
by love and the magnificent Aravalli hills at one of the most
magical wedding venues in Jaipur.

Property USP: Located in a peaceful atmosphere away from the hustle-bustle
of the city life, WH Shivavilas Palace Hotel has grand interior venues and
picturesque surroundings. It carries the traditional royal cuisine of the erstwhile
rulers and also has ample space in the beautiful courtyard with the lady with the
lamp for small wedding rituals like haldi and mehendi.

Umaid Bhavan, Jodhpur
Forts add a lot of uniqueness and charisma to a Royal
wedding. Palaces offer an imperial and charming backdrop
to wedding celebrations, which cannot be found in a resort
wedding. ‘’The Grandeur of Umaid Bhawan Palace is why
couples chose this property for their wedding. May it be Day or
Night this location just pulls you towards it for having a Grand
Affair. Every Bride wants to feel like Royalty while getting
married. But when they get married at Umaid Bhawan Palace
they feel as Royal as a Queen,’’ says Darshan Shroff, Founder
of Momente Wedding Planners
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The Leela Palace, Udaipur
The reason why couple choose to have a wedding in Udaipur
is cause as the saying goes it’s a City Where Even The Air Is
Tinted With Royalty. Having a picture perfect backdrop of the
scenic Lake Pichola and the architectural magnificence of The
Leela Palace Udaipur is the reason why our couple or any
couple are pulled towards this location to have their wedding.
A wedding at this location is a dream come true for any couple
who wish to have their Big Day become priceless, suggests
Darshan Shroff, Founder of Momente Wedding Planners.

Property USP: They curate royal wedding packages as per the wedding theme
& demands of the guests. Each and every detail, from dining and decoration to
photography and entertainment, is exquisitely tailored to create a spectacular
once-in-a-lifetime celebration that’s everything, and more, one could imagine.
Also, they have enchanting indoor and outdoor locations surrounded by
magnificent Aravalli hills that make it an ideal wedding destination.
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